
Icebergs and Sea Ice Lessons 
 
These two lessons are part of the “Suitcase Lessons in Oceanography" for K-6 students 
developed by S. McAuliffe as part of a NSF GeoEducation grant. (GEO-0224566). 
Complete portable modules ("Suitcase Lessons") will allow any member of our faculty, 
and other institutes to introduce science concepts included in state and federal science 
standards, within the context of oceanographic science. The lessons are inquiry 
dominated, and are designed to complement the FOSS (Full Option Science System) 
science curriculum currently in use in the Linn-Benton-Lincoln Educational Service 
District. They are based on fundamental science principles, the process of scientific 
research and the excitement of discovery. 
 
The lessons were generated with input from four teachers from Adams Elementary school 
and Oregon State University oceanographers Kelly Falkner and Marta Torres, whose 
input was pivotal to the success of this effort. The teachers met individually with the 
scientist to brainstorm ideas for the lessons and to give feedback about possible lessons. 
They arranged for the scientist to teach the "suitcase" lesson to their class, and gave a pre- 
and post- knowledge assessment survey. After the lessons were presented, the teachers 
provided evaluations on the lessons' effectiveness and offered suggestions for 
improvement. 
 
Each kit includes: Introductory materials that outline science concepts, detailed 
descriptions on how to use the materials, alignments to benchmarks (generated by 
Melissa Feldberg), handouts and a complete set of materials needed to present the lesson 
to a class of ~30 students. 
 
Evaluations include: 

• Pre-class test of the students’ knowledge of a specific topic given the day before 
the lesson is taught.   

• Post-class test given the day after the lesson is taught (test is the same as pre-test) 
• Evaluation sheet completed by the presenter based on students response, 
 personal observations and any input from the teachers. 

 
The science/math concepts covered include: 

• Review the concept of density which was presented in the FOSS water kit. 
• Review the water cycle and concepts of evaporation and precipitation. 
• Discuss formation of icebergs through the “iceberg cycle” while emphasizing the 

idea of compression of snow to form glaciers and calving of glaciers to form 
icebergs. 

• Discuss formation of sea ice through the “sea ice cycle” and how that differs from 
iceberg formation. 

• Briefly discuss the way that sea ice affects animals and people living in these cold 
environments and the importance of sea ice and iceberg knowledge for navigation 
of seafaring vessels. 

• Estimating/fractions – Icebergs are ~7/8ths below the sea surface. 
• Reinforce the concept of cycles in nature. 



Hands-on activities include: 
• Students physically move through the iceberg cycle and sea ice cycle as a water 

molecule with a developed set of hand signals. 
• Observing physical differences and similarities between Icebergs and Sea Ice 

images. 
• Creating a Venn diagram depicting the differences and similarities between 

icebergs and sea ice. 
 


